This book evaluates the core of the concept of legitimate expectations from first principles in moral philosophy. It adopts an unconventional approach by examining this topic from a deep, philosophical perspective and delves into the debates on the binding nature of promise in moral philosophy. It then develops a doctrinal structure for the standard of protection. The author places the key premise of the book on the possibility of deriving firm conclusions from the debate and on creating a set of precise and prescriptive ‘guidelines of the application of legitimate expectations’. The features of this book are threefold: first, a significant body of literature on moral philosophy is assimilated; second, core philosophical principles are extracted and expressed as a normative framework to resolve concrete cases; third, the author’s analysis covers a vast number of investment treaty awards against the underlying framework.
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Empowering international tribunals to adjudge a state’s conduct by reference to a ‘fair and equitable’ standard of treatment was a leap of faith when investment treaties first populated the global legal space. What does it mean? A cacophony of different voices quickly filled the silence of the treaty text. Some thought it was a broad licence to do equity; others saw it as a fossilised incarnation of the international minimum standard. Still others greeted the fair and equitable treatment standard as a commitment to a specific economic programme of liberalisation and investment promotion – a rather heavy burden for a few words to bear. Individual decisions, when they started to appear, added further voices, but little by way of harmony. There was no shortage of false notes. Did states really sign up to international responsibility on the basis of a subjective judgment that their laws and regulations are not ‘transparent’ or ‘stable’ enough?

One concept emerging from the body of decisions has nonetheless struck a chord: legitimate expectations. This concept has a pedigree in comparative public law and some rudimentary soundings in general international law as well. It does not come from thin air. But it has had its fair share of controversy in these formative years of international investment law, and the big questions are still to be answered: When exactly will expectations be protected? Is the investor’s conduct relevant? How is legitimacy to be assessed? What remedies should follow a breach?

As is so often the case in the life of the law, there is nothing new under the sun. Much of the hard thinking has already been done: on this occasion by analytical philosophers who may be presumed with confidence to be oblivious to investment treaties. There is in fact a vast philosophical literature providing a sophisticated and nuanced account of the different conceptions of legitimate expectations and the moral arguments underpinning them. If only this learning could be assimilated for problem solving in investment treaty arbitration.

xiii
And now it has. For those interested in and committed to the coherent development of international investment law, Dr Wongkaew’s book will be the most valuable of companions, if not a revelation. He has provided the first systematic study of the concept of legitimate expectations by exploring the three principal philosophical arguments for why expectations deserve protection: the voluntarist, assurance and detrimental reliance theories. He then sets about finding the best fit for investment treaty arbitration, and his meticulous reasoning leads him to the conclusion that the detrimental reliance theory of legitimate expectations provides the most compelling justification for imposing liability on a host state in this context.

Dr Wongkaew’s research and conclusions present a structure for the just and deliberative adjudication of claims for fair and equitable treatment through the prism of legitimate expectations and as such will be an indispensable tool for counsel and arbitrators alike and a first reference for scholars in this field. It is also an answer both to critics who maintain that the fair and equitable standard is infected with a fatal dose of indeterminacy (or worse) and to apologists who think nothing of converting subjective investor expectations into primary obligations of international law.

Professor Zachary Douglas QC
PREFACE

The concept of protection of legitimate expectations has provided a solution to the ‘indeterminacy’ problem of the vaguely worded provision of fair and equitable treatment in investment treaty. Frustration of the investor’s legitimate expectations gives one possible meaning to what is regarded as an unfair or inequitable conduct of the state towards the investor. However, as the jurisprudence has revealed, the notion of ‘legitimacy’ or ‘reasonableness’ of expectations seems to be just as indeterminate as the notion of fairness to which it is supposed to give meaning. For this reason, the jurisprudential development of the concept is far from being coherent and principled, which supplies critics of the investment treaty regime with another bullet to shoot. Given the great importance of the fair and equitable treatment standard in investment treaty arbitration, the stake of resolving this indeterminacy problem is high.

This book is dedicated to demarcating the boundaries of legitimate expectations by tackling a problem in an unconventional way – namely, by drawing insights from moral philosophy to resolve a legal problem. I realise that to elucidate the concept, one cannot simply analyse conflicting awards which are repeated one after another without deep reflections. Nor is it the way forward to draw from comparative public laws because each legal system is unique and the rules thereof cannot be uncritically transplanted into the investment treaty regime. I have long been interested in the interface between law and philosophy, so I explored such interface in the context of legitimate expectations given that the concept raises several philosophical questions about promise. The approach I adopt in the book is to return to ‘first principles’ underlying protection of legitimate expectations – examining the fundamental question of why the law should protect legitimate expectations.

The book addresses three interrelated questions: (1) Why do we need a theory of legitimate expectations? (2) What is the theory of legitimate expectations? and (3) What is the application of the reliance theory? The examination of philosophical underpinnings of the concept results
in a practical framework for adjudication of claims based on the protection of legitimate expectations.

The main idea of the book is that whilst there are three possible conceptions of legitimate expectations which focus on three different aspects of liability, the reliance theory of legitimate expectations should prevail. The reliance theory emphasises the act of detrimental reliance on the party of the investor as the basis for liability. This philosophical divide accounts for different reasoning and outcomes in the current investment treaty jurisprudence. As the chosen unifying conception, the reliance theory of legitimate expectations has three normative implications: purpose, conditions for liability and remedy. First, it underpins the concern of the law with compensation of harm suffered by the investor rather than enforcement of sovereign promise. Second, it dictates that the investor’s conduct is an important normative element in the determination of state liability. Third, it provides a conceptual framework for justifying the award of reliance damages.

Whilst this book is essentially about the justification and conceptualisation of protection of legitimate expectations from the moral discourse, I hope that this book will also prove to be a useful tool for practitioners in the field, especially the Proposed Guidelines for the Application of the Reliance Theory of Legitimate Expectations.

The book was delivered to the publisher in March 2018 and takes account of the relevant awards as of that date. However, given that the book takes an analytical account of the jurisprudence, it is only possible to subject certain awards to critical analysis. Nevertheless, the book tries to incorporate references to the relevant awards which address issue of legitimate expectations.

This book is a revised version of my doctoral thesis defended in 2016 under the same title at the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Switzerland. Many people have helped me in some way in the process of producing this book.

First, I owe immense gratitude to the PhD Committee composed of Professor Zachary Douglas QC, my thesis supervisor; Professor Thomas Schultz, the second reader; and Professor Stephan Schill, the external examiner, for constructive comments and suggestions which enabled me to improve the work tremendously and for words of encouragement in publishing the thesis.

I had to admit that I had never imagined spending four years thinking over one topic. But life just took its course and here I am publishing the book based on my PhD thesis! I owe immense gratitude to one special...
friend, Ms Anna Brinkmeier, who was the source of inspiration for taking up the PhD in the first place, which then allowed me to discover many enjoyable things of life, one of which is the joy of thinking deeply. I would like to thank friends and colleagues in Geneva and Bangkok, especially those from the Thai Ministry of Foreign Affairs, who inspired and supported me throughout these years. I remain eternally grateful to the financial support from the Royal Thai Government for the PhD study. I also appreciate the opportunity to gain insights into the policy perspectives of investment treaty arbitration whilst working as a legal consultant at UNCTAD during the PhD years.

I owe my gratitude to the entire Cambridge University Press team for the opportunity to work on this project and for continuous support throughout the process.

I am thankful for the help of Ms Sukanya Wisedsri for her research and technical assistance which proved to be essential to the completion of the book.

Above all, I am greatly indebted to my parents and brother and my partner in life, Ms Suchaya Tancharoenpol, who have given me endless love and support throughout these years.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIT</td>
<td>bilateral investment treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOT</td>
<td>build-operate-transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDCA</td>
<td>California Desert Conservation Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>chief executive officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCF</td>
<td>discounted cash flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FET</td>
<td>fair and equitable treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>International Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICSID</td>
<td>International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC</td>
<td>International Law Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INECEL</td>
<td>Instituto Ecuatoriano de Electrificacio, Ecuador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPO</td>
<td>initial public offering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFTA</td>
<td>North American Free Trade Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCIJ</td>
<td>Permanent Court of International Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA</td>
<td>purchase power agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>share purchase agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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